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A: The problem seems to be a a syntax error
in the file name. I tried downloading a
different file from the list, let's call it

c:\blazevideo.exe and it worked fine, so I
think the error is due to the filename being

improper. I tried changing the line that reads
C:/Users/[USERNAME]/AppData/Local/Te
mp/BlazeVideo.c4jvX.tmp to C:/Users/[US
ERNAME]/AppData/Local/Temp/BlazeVid
eo.c4jvX.tmp.txt and it downloaded a new

file without any error. I have very little
knowledge in the OS and in this I am going
to rely on the help of some people I met on

askubuntu.com, since I can't find any answer
here. Please upvote their answers. Thank

you for your help, Jerree. 2015’s biggest box-
office hits Chris Appleton will be hunting
down box-office hit records during this
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year’s UK film awards season with the
Screen Nation statistics showing the top
films of 2015. Hitting as many as £4m

theatrically in its opening weekend, global
hit Star Wars: The Force Awakens has
retained the prestigious title of 2015’s

biggest hit at home, with Catching Fire
taking second place on £3,194,749

(€3,268,746). A similarly successful
opening weekend saw rom-com Fifty Shades
of Grey, with British actor Jamie Dornan on

top of the box office with UK debutant
Dakota Johnson in third place with

£3,165,654. Other films to enter the charts
were comedy The Big Short with Ken

Watanabe, gaming film John Wick with
Keanu Reeves, Dirty Dancing, I Saw the

Light, and Noah. BBC Films announced an
impressive nine nominations for the 16th

London Film Critics’ Awards, including film
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of the year for Steve McQueen’s 12 Years a
Slave, which has also received ten

nominations. The winners will be announced
in London on 13 April. How films made the
box-office hit list: 1 The Force Awakens 2
Catching Fire 3 Fifty Shades of Grey 4 The
Revenant 5 Dawn of the Planet of the Apes

6 Captain America: Civil War 7 The
3da54e8ca3
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